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• About StarGambling 

Star Gambling is specialized in manufacturing Automatic Roulettes. Our base product is the Star Gambling Nevada 

Roulette, an automatic roulette made with state of the art technology, which suits the player’s needs, having a 

very good game play, giving the player a good intimacy sensation and comfort. 

We have professional engineers that are working and researching the latest technology to ensure that our roulette 

are using state of the art equipment. 

Our staff is experienced in manufacturing Microsystems for any application, industrial, automotive, home use. 

• How to Buy 

The price/quality ratio for the Nevada Roulette ensures us with a contiguous flow of clients. That results in a 30 

day delivery term for the orders. 

To find out our prices please feel free to contact us, we are at you disposal. 

We offer different flexible payment options, including the option of Leasing. 

For more information about our leasing option visit www.btleasing.ro 

• Contact 

Address:  

Transilvania Street No. 46 Ap. 5, Tirgu Mures, Romania 

Web Address: 

www.stargambling.ro  

 

Email: 

Sergiu Mihalte, Technical Manager smihalte@rdslink.ro 

Somlea Cristian Leonardo, Sales Manager somlea.cristian@rdslink.ro 

   

 

 

For any questions fell free to contact us, we are at your disposal.  

  

  

  



  

• StarGambling Nevada Roulette 

Our company produces the STAR GAMBLING NEVADA Roulette, an elegant and beautiful designed Automated 

Roulette. It uses the latest technology for a better game play and for more reliability.  

The Wheel has a special design, and it comes in 4 variants (Standard Nickel plated, Standard Gold Plated, Prestige 

Nickel Plated and Prestige Gold Plated). 

The furniture has a special design and is made of MDF, and it can be delivered in many colors, depending on the 

buyer’s choice. 

The sustaining pilars of the upper part are hand carved in solid wood, and the ashtrays are made of marble, that 

gives an extra style to the entire artwork. 

 

The keyboards are created to suit the player needs, and because of the use use of Push Buttons it is more reliable 

than other Keyboards on the market. 

The Roulette uses Flat Screen CRT 17” Monitors for a better image quality. 

Thanks to the integrated UPS system, the users can play at least 2 games in case of a power failure. 

The owner(s) of the roulette can receive statistics on the mobile phone, thanks to the integrated SMS System 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



• Wheel  

The Wheel has a special design, and it comes in 4 variants (Standard Nickel plated, Standard Gold Plated, Prestige Nickel 

Plated and Prestige Gold Plated). 

   Main characteristics: 

  massive mechanism made with utmost precision 

  high quality frame made of massive wood 

  chambers done with tolerance of ± 0.025 mm 

  metal surfaces finishing quality is at N4 grade (machine polished) 

  all metal surfaces are galvanized according to the customer's wishes (nickel or gold) 

  plexiglass fields 

  engraved numbers 

  The wheel is balanced in 5 grams tolerance 

Both models (Classic and HighClass) are offered in nickel-plated or ionized version in gold colour. 

Classic  Prestige 

  
 

 

• Components 

   Keyboards 
 

There are 8 keyboards, for 8 individual players. The user can place his bets using 

the soft-touch keyboards. 

The keyboards are developped entirely by our company and they are were built 

from durable materials. They were especially created for this purpose, tested and 

designed for long reliability. We guarantee for our keyboards at least 1 year of 

good functioning. 

The surface of the keyboard is extremely easy to clean, it is scratch resistant. 

Thanks to the protective layer, no matter how many times it was used, the printed 

numbers will not fade in time. In case of surface damage, in normal operating 

conditions, our company offers free replacement of surface material.  

They are perfectly integrated into the player's table, to allow the player to place 

bets more confortable. 
 

 



 

   Spot Lights  

The spot lights are integrated into solid wood ornaments, giving a special look to 

the entire top part. 

They have Halogen Gas light bulbs, allowing them to produce light for many hours, 

without any breaks. 

They produce a fine light, to offer the player the sensation of intimacy which 

results a better gameplay, and more satisfied clients. 

The replacement of the light bulbs can be made very easy, by removing the golden 

cover. 
 

 

 

   Monitors  

The player can view it's current bets, the last extracted balls, and more game 

information on the 17" monitors. 

The monitors are brand new Flat Screen 17" LG CRT Monitors. They offer 

impressive image quality, thanks to the flat screen technology. The monitors are 

integrated into the Furniture, and covered with a layer of 30% ionized protective 

glass. That feature allows the player to watch the screen for many hours without 

getting his eyes tired because of the screen. This, results in a more confortable 

gameplay, and more pleased users. 
 

 

  

  

   Ashtray  

The roulette has four ashtrays made of marble, that gives the entire system a 

more elegant appearance. The ashtrays can be removed by unscrewing them from 

their holders. This is a practical feature of the roulette, which solves 2 problems, 

the extra ellegance and the need for an ashtray. 
 

 

  

   



• Software  

    The software is designed to meet all the requirements of the roulette game. It is heavily tested in real game play conditions, 

to ensure non stop game. Our development team works on future releases to increase the game experience and the visual 

appeal. 

    For your convenience we implemented extra features like real-time SMS messages, to keep you informed with the current 

status of your roulette equipment, and the Multilingual support, extensible to any language. 

  

 

Game Screen Help Screen 

  

  

  

Administration Section Statisctics Section 

  
 

 

  



• Customizations 

Wood parts 

   Wood Types 

      

Calvados Cseresz Eger Mahagoni  Nattolgy Pactolgy 

Wheels 

Type of surface protection of visible metal surfaces of the mechanism 

   

Nickel Gilding 
Natural aluminium 

without surface protection 

 

 

  Type of chambers 

   

Classic Concave Grooved 

  

  

 



   Hat 

    High Class wooden 

  
 

Dark lacquer Bright lacquer Hat colour choice 

     

 

   High Class brass 

    

   

Granite pattern Gold-plated Nickel-plated 

 

 

 

 

   Ballerina 

   

With handles Type A With handles Type B Without handles Type A 

 

 

 



  Wooden frame 

    High Class (massive wood) 

  

Dark lacquer variant Bright lacquer variant 

    Optimal (mdf)   

 
 

Granite pattern Colour choice: 

   Stickers 

  

Plastic folio Plexiglass 

Both models (Classic and HighClass) are offered in nickel-plated or ionized version in gold colour. 

Classic  Prestige 

  



Software 

   Software Language 

 

To make the game easier and more appealing for 

your players, we offer the software language 

customization. Currently the built in languages are 

Romanian and English. But we present you with the 

choice of selecting any other language you might 

need. 
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